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FOX SKINS 

In general, the foxes are cased (i.e., not 
split open).  They usually measure about 
2 to 3 feet in body length and have a tail 
that is about one foot long for a total of 3 
to 4 feet.  Please note that the 
measurements shown for each type of 
fox are based on the average size of 
some foxes that we had in the past and, 
as with any natural product, there will be 
variation in size within each species.  
Ranch-raised foxes can be significantly 
bigger than wild ones. 

Code   Description     Price 
180-05-TP-AS Blue Fox:Trading Post   $281.58 
 

180-06-AS  Blue/Shadow Fox:Black Dyed  $259.93 
 

180-07-FQAA-AS Shadow Fox:Fashion Quality XL  $317.69 
180-07-FQA-AS Shadow Fox:Fashion Quality L  $245.43 
180-07-TP-AS Shadow Fox:Trading Post   $339.34 
 

180-04-CR-AS Silver Fox:Craft Grade   $137.20 
180-04-TP-AS Silver Fox:Trading Post   $238.27 
180-04-WF-AS Silver Fox with Feet   $331.08 
180-04-FQ-AS Silver Fox:Fashion Quality  call 
 
Note: Some silver fox skins are also in the Wild Fur section. 

180-04-TP Silver Foxes measure 
about 34” from the tip of 
the nose to the base of the 
tail.  (Vulpes vulpes). 
 

Product of Canada or the 
USA 

180-05-TP 
Blue Foxes measure about 
38” from the tip of the nose 
to the base of the tail.  
(Vulpes lagopus). 
 

Product of the USA, Canada, 
or Finland 

180-07-TP-AS 

The trading post grade 
shadow fox skins are nice 
white foxes that measure 
about 40” from the tip of 
the nose to the base of the 
tail. (Vulpes lagopus)  
 

Product of Finland 
180-07-FQAA-AS 

The fashion quality shadow fox skins are 
sorted by size.  They are incredibly plush and 
the hair is soft and thick throughout.  These 
high quality skins can be used for clothing, fur 
trim, collars, hats, etc. 
 

The XL skins are about 41” to 44” from the 
tip of the nose to the base of the tail and 12” 
wide across the middle.   
 

The L skins are about 37” to 41” from the tip 
of the nose to the base of the tail and 10” wide 
across the middle.  (Vulpes lagopus).  
 

Product of China 

180-07-FQAA-AS Close-up 

These are fox skins that have been dyed. These skins are a very 
high quality which can be used for clothing, fur trim, collars, hats, 
etc. They are incredibly luxurious and plush. The hair is soft and 
thick throughout. You will not get the exact skin in the photos but 
one that is very similar. This is a custom-order item only that will 
take 2 to 4 weeks to deliver. (Vulpes lagopus, ranch).   
 

Product of Finland, Tanned in Greece  

Code     Description     1-2  3+ 
180-05-PP Dyed Blue Fox Skin: Purple  $321.88 $257.50 
180-05-RD Dyed Blue Fox Skin: Red   $321.88 $257.50 
 

180-07-LB Dyed Shadow Fox Skin: Light Blue $424.88 $339.90 
180-07-BP Dyed Shadow  Fox Skin: Baby Pink $450.63 $360.50 

DYED FOX SKINS 
180-05-PP 180-05-RD 

180-07-LB 180-07-BP 
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   5090-2 Ranch Fur 

Code  Description    Price 
28-F-BI Ranch Mink:Female:Blue Iris $216.62 
28-F-DB Ranch Mink:Female:Demi-Buff $216.62 
28-F-DR Ranch Mink:Female:Dark Ranch $216.62 
28-F-MH Ranch Mink:Female:Mahogany $216.62 
28-F-PA Ranch Mink:Female:Pastel $216.62 
28-F-PE Ranch Mink:Female:Pearl  $216.62 
28-F-SA Ranch Mink:Female:Sapphire $216.62 
28-F-WH Ranch Mink:Female:White $216.62 
 
28-M-WH-AS Ranch Mink:Male:White $238.27 
 

28-CR  Craft Mink (lower grade)  $  39.71 

MINK SKINS 

28-CR 

28-F-WH 

The Female skins are approximately 31" from the tip of the nose to the tip of the tail in overall 
length.  Useable length is 21" from the ears to the base of the tail and 2½" wide at the top and 
about 4" wide at the bottom.  The tail is about 7" long.  The skins come cased (like a 
sausage).  When cut open, they are about twice as wide.  
 

The Male skins are generally larger, have longer  hair, denser under fur, and thicker skins than 
female skins.  They are good quality with weak spots, and may come with or without tail.  They 
are not craft quality or fashion quality but somewhere in between.  The skins are approximately 
32” to 33” from the tip of the nose to the base of the tail with a useable length of 24” long and 3” 
wide a the top and 6” wide at the bottom.  The skins come cased and have tails that are about 
12” long.   
 

The Mink with Feet are 16" to 18" long from the nose to the base of tail. They are 
approximately 3" to 5" wide and are cased.   
 

The Craft Mink range in size from 16" to 24" long. Some are cased and some are open.   
 

All mink skins are natural colors. (Neovison vison, ranch).  
 

Product of Canada, Denmark, Finland, or USA 

28-F-DB 

28-M-WH-AS 

Code   Description      1-5  6+ 
28-PLHCNBR Mink Plate:Head:Curved:Natural Brown $289.89 $232.31 
28-PLHSNBR Mink Plate:Head:Squared:Natural Brown $289.89 $232.31 
 

28-PLHCDBK Mink Plate:Head:Curved:Dyed Black  $289.89 $232.31 
28-PLHSDBK Mink Plate:Head:Squared:Dyed Black  $289.89 $232.31 
 

28-PLBPDMU Mink Plate:Belly:Pieces:Dyed Multicolor $268.05 $214.45 

MINK PLATES 

The plates are made in 
China using ranch-
raised Chinese mink.  
They are rectangles 
measuring 
approximately 2’ by 4’ 
made using scrap from 
mink used to make 
coats.    

28-PLHSNBR 28-PLHCDBK 28-PLBPDMU 

28-F-BI 

There are about twenty different ways of making the plates.  
They use head pieces, flank pieces, belly pieces, front-paw 
pieces, rear-paw pieces, and scrap plates.  We have been 
stocking head plates in two different styles (squared and curved/
scalloped).  We generally have black and dark brown in head 
plates.  We have a few bright, multi-color scrap plates as well.  
(Neovison vison, ranch). 
 

Made in China using Chinese Mink Skins 

Code       Description   Price 
577-S-AS   Wild Boar:Small   $252.71 
577-M-AS   Wild Boar:Medium  $324.90 
577-L-AS   Wild Boar:Large   $469.31 
577-XL-AS   Wild Boar:X-Large  $570.39 
577-XXL-AS  Wild Boar:XX-Large  $649.81 

577-xxx WILD BOAR SKINS 

These are high-quality, tanned, hair-on hides with 
ears, snout, hooves, and tail. Please see our retail 
website at www.naturalexotics.com for a gallery of 
skins currently available.  Not for sale in California.  
(Sus scrofa, ranch). 
 

Product of Hungary 
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   5090-X Ranch Fur 

28-F-WH 

Code       Description    Price 
676-TP-AS    Chinchilla Skin:Trading Post  $162.23 

676-TP-AS  

CHINCHILLA SKINS 

NEW 

These are trading post quality chinchilla skins. They 
are good quality skins with no tails. The skins 
average around 14" to 15" long and 2½" to 3" 
wide.  As these are natural products, there will be 
some variation in the color and size of the skins. 
Chinchillas have the densest fur of all land 
mammals.  Chinchilla fur is very soft and velvet-
like and are in high demand for clothing and 
accessories. (Chinchilla lanigera, ranch). 
 

Product of Greece 

322-NATP-AS 

Finn Raccoon are also known as Tanuki, Russian Raccoon, Chinese Raccoon, Temple Dog, and Raccoon 
Dog.  This animal has coarse fur, and is ideal for use in making ruffs for parkas. An average skin 
measures 26” long from the nose to the base of the 9½” tail and 12” wide across the middle. Prices are 
determined by length and quality of the fur.  (Nyctereuctes procyonoides, ranch raised).   
 

Product of China 

Code      Description     Length Price 
322-NATP-AS Finn Raccoon:Natural:Trading Post  see notes $214.45 
 
322-WHAAA-AS Finn Raccoon:White:Size AAA+  90-95cm $436.83 
322-WHA-AS Finn Raccoon:White:Size A  85-90cm $357.39 
322-WHB-AS Finn Raccoon:White:Size B  80-85cm $317.69 
322-WHC-AS Finn Raccoon:White:Size C  80-85cm $293.86 
322-WHD-AS Finn Raccoon:White:Size D      75-80cm $238.27 

322-WHAAA-AS 

FINN RACCOON SKINS 


